Objective: Common genetic variation spans schizophrenia, schizoaffective and bipolar disorders, but historically, these syndromes have been distinguished categorically. A symptom dimension shared across these syndromes, if such a general factor exists, might provide a clearer target for understanding and treating mental illnesses that share core biological bases. Method: We tested the hypothesis that a bifactor model of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), containing 1 general factor and 5 specific factors (positive, negative, disorganized, excited, anxiety), explains the cross-diagnostic structure of symptoms better than the traditional 5-factor model, and examined the extent to which a general factor reflects the overall severity of symptoms spanning diagnoses in 5094 total patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, schizoaffective, and bipolar disorder. Results: The bifactor model provided superior fit across diagnoses, and was closer to the "true" model, compared to the traditional 5-factor model (Vuong test; P < .001). The general factor included high loadings on 28 of the 30 PANSS items, omitting symptoms associated with the excitement and anxiety/depression domains. The general factor had highest total loadings on symptoms that are often associated with the positive and disorganization syndromes, but there were also substantial loadings on the negative syndrome thus leading to the interpretation of this factor as reflecting generalized psychosis. Conclusions: A bifactor model derived from the PANSS can provide a stronger framework for measuring cross-diagnostic psychopathology than a 5-factor model, and includes a generalized psychosis dimension shared at least across schizophrenia, schizoaffective, and bipolar disorder.
Introduction
Psychiatry has long relied on a categorical diagnostic taxonomy based mostly on symptoms that are clinically observed at the time of a diagnostic interview, as well on patients' narratives describing the temporal course of those symptoms. But the diagnostic distinctions can be difficult to make due to overlapping clinical presentations, and the existence of "intermediate" diagnostic entities such as schizoaffective disorder render the validity of the taxonomy questionable. The now well-documented overlap of genetic variation identified for schizophrenia (SZ), schizoaffective (SA), and bipolar disorder (BP) is more consistent with the observation that certain clinical features are shared across diagnostic boundaries, particularly during acute episodes of illness. [1] [2] [3] Despite their likely shared biological bases, these disorders are typically measured separately; patients are evaluated with respect to others sharing the same categorical diagnosis. A single method that could identify common clinical features across syndromes might help in the development of cross-syndrome circuit models, [3] [4] [5] [6] better identifying the shared pathophysiological bases of those disorders, and be useful in developing treatments focused on symptom dimensions rather than syndromes. 6, 7 One aim of the NIMH Research Domains Criteria (RDoC) initiative is to develop transdiagnostic measures that relate more clearly to effective treatments and better predict disease trajectories. 6 We wondered if the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) might provide a foundation for cross-syndrome measurement following this RDoC philosophy. 8, 9 The PANSS was published by Stanley R. Kay, Abraham Fiszbein, and Lewis A. Opler in 1987 based on data from 101 patients with the DSM-III diagnosis Generalized Psychosis Dimension Spanning Diagnoses of schizophrenia. 10, 11 This clinical rating scale aimed to provide a balanced representation of both positive and negative syndromes and to enable assessment of these with respect to global psychopathology in schizophrenia. A total score (summing 30 items rated on a 7-point scale) is used widely to evaluate overall severity of positive and negative symptoms in schizophrenia. The PANSS is sometimes used in routine patient care, and has become the industry and academic standard for clinical trials with psychotic disorders worldwide, 12 including trials examining patients with schizoaffective and bipolar disorder.
Within schizophrenia, the PANSS symptoms were initially grouped into 3 conceptually derived subscales (Positive, Negative, and General Psychopathology) based on theory, but factor analyses soon indicated that a 5-factor model provided a better fit to empirical data. 13 Numerous factor analytic studies of the PANSS symptoms in schizophrenia have been published subsequently leading to diverse specifications of dimensions. Solutions have usually included at least the positive and negative syndromes, along with other factors implicating mood disturbances (eg, excitement and/or dysphoria) and conceptual disorganization or preoccupation. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The specific factors found most commonly in the PANSS include: negative, positive, excited, disorganized, and anxiety/depression. More recently, we have found that this 5-factor structure is inconsistent across schizophrenia, schizoaffective, and bipolar disorder diagnoses, 20 leading to concerns that the widespread use of the 5-factor model might lead to problems in transdiagnostic studies and prompting consideration of alternative models.
The fact that PANSS subscales are substantially correlated complicates its applications to studies that aim to understand developmental/genetic origins and longitudinal outcomes. 21 In addition to the traditional models like the PANSS 5-factor model, modern psychometric theory also permits specification of bifactor models capable of examining shared or "common" factors along with "specific" factors. 22 Bifactor models of the PANSS can specify the traditional factors, along with an additional general factor onto which all the PANSS items can be mapped. 23 In approximately 800 total patients with first/second episode psychosis as well as a group of schizophrenia, schizotypal, delusional, and other nonmood psychotic disorders, a bifactor model of the PANSS extracted a common psychosis dimension along with specific factors. 23 Bipolar subjects would be expected to include a mood component and were omitted from this study, 20 which also used a smaller sample then the 5094 patients presently available.
Other bifactor studies of cross-diagnostic psychopathology have used instruments other than the PANSS. A follow-up bifactor model using the OPerational CRITeria system also identified a general factor consisting of a psychosis dimension spanning bipolar, schizoaffective, and schizophrenia patients. 24 A study using the 22-item National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC) in the general population identified a bifactor model with a common "psychosis" factor and 5 specific factors nominally similar to the 5 PANSS factors. 25 A second study on the bifactor model of the NESARC in the general population suggested that a bifactor model with 7 specific factors was superior in fit to a conventional 7-factor model. 26 We aimed to determine if a bifactor model might provide a stronger common framework than a 5-factor 27 or 6-factor model 18 for interpreting PANSS scores across schizophrenia, schizoaffective, and bipolar disorder diagnoses, 22, 28 consistent with other bifactor model findings from a range of psychometric instruments. In a bifactor model, the item responses are considered to arise from a combination of underlying "latent" factors: a single general (common) factor and multiple specific factors. The general factor is orthogonal to the specific factors, and may contain loadings on all symptoms. There are multiple recent examples showing how bifactor models may help understanding psychopathology. For example, multiple papers have suggested recently that there may be dimensions of both general psychopathology 29, 30 and broad dimensions of "internalizing" and "externalizing" that explain substantial variance across all mental disorders. [31] [32] [33] [34] We refer the reader to other seminal works 35, 36 for a review of approaches to trans-diagnostic modeling. The absence of evidence for a bifactor model would alternatively suggest that, within the PANSS, a common dimension spanning diagnoses and symptoms might not exist.
Methods

Data and Demographics
The PANSS dataset consisted of ratings from 16 
Inclusion
varied from 1 day to 5 days depending on the study so not all subjects were strictly medication free because of washout variability. Benzodiazepines were allowed to certain limits to control agitation. All except one SZ trial used PANSS scores of between 60 and 120 or 70 and 120 for inclusion criteria, and SA studies had inclusion greater than 60, while for the bipolar studies the PANSS was not used as inclusion/exclusion criteria and no severity range was specified. SA trials also required patients to have a score ≥4 on at least 2 of the following PANSS items: hostility, excitement, tension, uncooperativeness, and poor impulse control at screening. Further details are published in the original articles, clinicaltrials.gov, and table 1.
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Bifactor Model Construction
The general factor represents a common domain to which all the symptoms map, rather than just a subset (eg, negative), and may capture a dimension that is common both across symptoms and diagnostic groups. 22, 28 The bifactor model can be considered an improvement to the 5-factor model if adding the additional dimension sufficiently improves the ability to explain the covariance among item scores. The strength of the bifactor model is evaluated using a variety of test statistics, described below.
The bifactor model was created and tested using the omegaSem routine with minimum residual (OLS) solution and a Promax rotation in the R package psych. 48 The correlation matrix was estimated using a James-Stein weighted shrinkage approach, 49 where the weights were reflective of the sample sizes of each diagnostic groups. 50 This downweighted the input of the larger sample groups (eg, schizophrenia), while providing a more efficient estimator that maintains the appropriate positive-definite and well-conditioned structure of correlation matrices. The omegaSem routine performs factor analysis of the original data set, rotates the factors obliquely, performs a Schmid-Leiman (SL) transformation, and then submits the Schmid-Leiman solutions, with items loadings on the general and one group factor to lavaan for confirmatory modeling using maximum likelihood estimation. The bifactor model was also evaluated within diagnostic groups, using this same procedure, as discussed further in the supplementary methods.
The bifactor model from an exploratory factor analyses/SL transformation, as well as a second bifactor model in which the specific factors were specified using a published 5-factor model 27 were compared to a 5-factor 27 and a 6-factor model 18 using a confirmatory factor analyses with maximum likelihood estimation, 51 after first recoding scores of "7" to "6" because of score scarcity; our prior analyses showed that raters had trouble discriminating between these 2 scores, so combining them reduces variance from further analyses. The 5-factor model is not nested within the bifactor model, thus, for model comparison comparative/incremental fit indices (eg, CFI, TLI, etc.) are inappropriate because the baseline/null models differ. 52, 53 Predictive fit indices and other measures are used: root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the Akaike information criterion (AIC), the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), expected cross-validation index (ECVI), McDonald's omega-hierarchical (ω_h) measure, and the Vuong Test for non-nested models. We also compared the bifactor model to a 6-factor model of the PANSS, 18 using the same criteria. Additional bifactor models evaluating the impact of sample compositions are discussed in the supplementary methods.
For RMSEA, a value of zero indicates a perfect fit with RMSEA <.05 being considered a good fit, and RMSEA increases as the fit decreases. 54, 55 The AIC and BIC are fit statistics which incorporates the likelihood of the data (probability of the observed data given the model and associated parameters), the number of observations, and the model complexity; lower values indicates better fit, and for the BIC a difference greater than 10 indicates strong evidence for the competing model. 56 The ECVI is an approximation of the fit that would be seen in a new sample and is calculated using the average discrepancy in the fitted covariance matrices between 2 samples of equal sample size across all possible combinations of 2 samples from the same population, 57 where a smaller value would indicate a better fit. 58 McDonald's ω_h measures the proportion of variance in the scale scores accounted for by a general factor. 59 High ω_h indicates that the general factor "saturates" the model, or explains a significant proportion of the unit-weighted composite score-the score that is derived by summing all the items. 59 The Vuong test can compare non-nested structural equation models using the log-likelihood for model selection, calculated using the Kullback-Lieber information criterion.
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Results
The bifactor models fit the multi-diagnosis PANSS data better than the 5-factor 27 model for all comparisons, but failed to surpass the fit of the 6-factor model 18 for 2 of the 4 measures compared (supplementary table 3 ). The AIC, BIC, ECVI, and RMSEA fit measures showed an improvement for the bifactor model compared to the 5-factor model, but the bifactor model was an improvement over the 6-factor model only when compared using ECVI and the RMSEA. The AICs for the main bifactor model derived here, the bifactor model prespecified from previous research, the 5-factor and the 6-factor model were: 368030. 13 Within the bifactor model, the ω_h from a confirmatory model = 0.81 indicating that the general factor accounts for 81% of the variance in the scale scores, while the Omega Total from a confirmatory model using SEM = 0.94 (including the general and specific factors). This indicates that the 5 specific factors contribute as well to explaining 13% of the total variance in scores (94%-81%). If one aggregates items to form a general composite, that composite will be highly reliable, with the overwhelming majority of reliable variance deriving from the general construct. The Vuong test for non-nested models found that both the bifactor models were closer to the true process generating the data than the 5-factor model (P < .001). 52, 53 ; the 6-factor model surpassed the bifactor models for fit (P < .001).
Given that the AIC and BIC improved for the bifactor model, the RMSEA decreased with no overlap of the 90% confidence intervals, and the Vuong test also showed an improvement in fit, we conclude that the bifactor model showed superior fit compared to the 5-factor model. Both bifactor models had RMSEA 90% confidence intervals lower than the confidence intervals of the 5-factor and 6-factor models, and also had lower ECVI than the 5-factor and 6-factor models.
The obtained cross-diagnostic bifactor model of the PANSS, obtained from the confirmatory factor analyses of the omegaSem routine, consisted of the general factor and the 5 specific factors as shown in table 2 and figure 1. The general factor retained all but 2 symptoms (excitement and grandiosity). The disorganized specific factor had the lowest average loadings of all domains (.38), while these items had larger loadings on average in the general factor (.50), as well as the largest total weight (figure 2); where 30% of all PANSS items are from the disorganized symptom domain followed by negative (23.3%), positive (16.7%), anxiety (16.7%), and excitement (13.3%). Many of these symptoms are usually associated with the disorganization syndrome or formal thought disorder, including disturbance of volition which measures "Inability of the individual to make conscious choices and decisions" rather than motivational behavior, but positive and negative symptoms also show large loadings. There were also strong loadings of symptoms from the positive specific factor (particularly delusions and suspiciousness/persecution), and more modest loadings on symptoms from the negative specific factor. Given these observations, we refer to this factor as a generalized psychosis dimension (GPD), consistent with the naming in Reininghaus et al. 23, 24 The general factor had highest loadings on symptoms including delusions [.77 
Discussion
Dimensional models of mental illness may benefit from extending beyond the traditional 5-factor framework to better capture symptom structure, not only in schizophrenia, but in trans-diagnostic studies as well; the general factor as well as the specific factors played unique roles in each diagnostic group. The bifactor model of the PANSS, containing a generalized psychosis dimension, better explained the empirically measured symptoms than the 5-factor model. The largest loadings on the GPD domain were the symptoms related to disturbance of thought, yet also included additional loadings from other domains (table 2, figure 1, 2) , which was likely associated with the larger representation of disorganized symptoms in the PANSS scale. However, the PANSS contains equal number of anxiety and positive symptoms, but the positive symptoms had roughly twice the total weight of the anxiety symptoms. Some symptoms did not load on the 5 specific factors yet loaded on the GPD (unusual thought content, preoccupation, disorientation) while others loaded just within the 5-factors, yet weren't retained on the GPD (excitement, grandiosity). While positive symptoms (delusions, suspiciousness/persecution) and symptoms of thought disorder or conceptual disorganization appeared to manifest the highest loadings on the general factor, there were also substantial loadings on negative symptoms. This led us to characterize this factor as reflecting generalized psychosis rather than thought disorder or disorganization. To measure this construct across disorders, each associated PANSS item would be weighted and added according to the item loadings in figure 1 .
Although most symptoms loaded on the GPD, the consistent loadings on the specific factors suggest that the specific factors are important constructs to be measured, after accounting for the GPD. The most prominent specific factors ranked by eigenvalues were negative, excitement, anxiety/depression, disorganized, and positive. The excitement and anxiety/depression domains had larger loadings on specific factors while showing smaller loadings on the general factor. These subdomains appear to have much less to do with the general factor and theseparticularly anxiety and excitement symptoms-certainly need to be measured separately. We also investigated how this value was associated with the Clinical Global Note: Within the bifactor model, the most prominent symptom domains, ranked by eigenvalues, were the general factor (GPD, generalized psychosis dimension), negative, excitement, anxiety/depression, disorganized, and positive. h2, communality; u2, uniqueness; and p2, proportion of common variance due to general factor; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale. Table 2 .
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Impressions Scale (GGIS). All symptom domains were positively correlated with total PANSS, CGIS, and the GPD subscale score. The CGIS was most strongly correlated with the GPD ( figure 3 ).
There are several limitations to this study; these were baseline measurements so models within treated patient groups may differ. Our statistical inference is limited to the population being studied, which was defined by recruitment for specific clinical trials. These models are all comparative; our results do not suggest that the bifactor model of the PANSS is the optimal approach for measuring all psychopathology, but rather suggest that the bifactor model of the PANSS shows better statistical fit compared to the 5-factor model, within these patient groups studied. An additional limitation is that research has shown that when the data contain cross-loadings or correlated residuals, comparative fit indices can be biased in favor of the bifactor model. 61 The degree to which these factors are affecting the present comparisons is not known. While the bifactor model in the general population revealed a common "psychosis" dimension, 24, 25 in these analyses the disorganized and the negative symptom group were over-represented in their contribution to the general factor (figure 2). While we name the general factor according to precedent, these results suggest that disorganized and negative symptoms contribute more to the general factor than expected.
Differences in bifactor structures between this and related work may be due to either the use of a different assessment instruments (National Epidemiologic Fig. 1 . In the bifactor model of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale spanning schizophrenia (SZ), schizoaffective disorder (SA), and bipolar disorder (BP) diagnoses, items are divided into 5 specific factors with an additional common factor "GPD" identified as the generalized psychosis dimension. The specific dimensions ranked by eigenvalue were: negative, excitement, anxiety/depression, disorganized, and positive. Some items capturing a general/conceptual deficit were not retained in any of the 5 specific factors, yet loaded on the general factor (SZ: n = 3647; BP: n = 858; SA: n = 589).
Fig. 2.
The classic symptom domains which contributed the largest total weights to the general factor were the disorganized, negative, positive, anxiety, and excitement domains. This is partially attributable to the frequency of these item domains in the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS). However, compared to their representation in the scale, the positive symptoms are largely overrepresented in the general factor, while the anxiety symptoms are under-represented in the general factor, in their loadings on the generalized psychosis dimension. Thirty percent of all PANSS items are from the disorganized symptom domain followed by negative (23.3%), positive (16.7%), anxiety (16.7%), and excitement (13.3%).
Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions/OPerational CRITeria rather than the PANSS). Differences between this study and Reininghaus et al 23 may stem from the inclusion criteria for this study (Table 1) ; the patients who participated in these trials may be different than the chronic inpatient samples and first/second episode of psychosis patients who comprised many earlier studies of the PANSS. 23 In all studies, treatment refractory patients across diagnoses were excluded. Here, we had a relatively limited size of nonschizophrenia patients, so weighting was used to provide a more general estimate. Finally, the analysis is limited only to the PANSS, which while widely used across diagnostic groups, was not designed to be sensitive or specific to the diversity of psychopathology expressed across heterogeneous groups spanning diagnoses of SZ, SA, and BP. The GPD may not reflect the entire commonality across diagnoses, but rather a subset of the shared features.
These findings may have implications for our understanding of symptom dimensions that may be shared, and those that differ, across traditional diagnostic classes. The bifactor model extracted a common symptom dimension spanning multiple symptom domains, present for all 3 disorders, showing a potential alternative to traditional 5-factor models of psychopathology. Much of the variance in the PANSS was captured in this GPD, which may capture the symptom burden that patients experience associated with a common disturbance of thinking.
There may be multiple causal paths to a patient manifesting the same symptoms, not precluding the existence of the internalizing/externalizing factors. [31] [32] [33] [34] The GPD dimension appears to differ substantively from the "p-dimension" described by Caspi and colleagues 29 ; our GPD weighs more strongly thought disorder and other psychotic symptoms, while the p-dimension emphasizes suicidality, neuroticism, and externalizing behaviors. These differences may reflect use of markedly different instruments and patient groups. However, the data illustrate how the appearance of high ratings on these symptoms crosses the boundaries of these diagnostic categories that were included in this study, and we hope that future research will figure out what are the shared or divergent mechanism that lead to the symptoms being so broadly manifested.
Previous analyses of positive and negative symptom rating scales (SANS/SAPS) showed that these symptom domains included on overlapping cluster of symptoms that reflected both "positive" and Fig. 3 . Correlation of symptom measures. The "generalized psychosis dimension" factor (GPD) was most strongly correlated with the total Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), and most weakly correlated with the anxiety domain. The CGIS was more strongly correlated with the GPD than with the total PANSS.
"negative" formal thought disorder, which was subsequently referred to as "disorganization". 62, 63 The current analyses provide support to those early findings, and suggest further that some generalized disturbance of thought may comprise a vulnerability that spans many symptoms traditionally assumed to have higher syndromal specificity. Measuring these commonalities permits a comparison across syndromes that often have been assumed to differ, and enable new insights to be gained within groups of people with schizophrenia, by providing a measure of dimensional psychopathology that may better map onto latent biological mechanisms of schizophrenia and other neuropsychiatric disorders. This may be valuable as new studies aligned with the RDoC initiative begin to determine empirical associations between symptoms and other units of analysis at circuit, cellular, and molecular levels. 1, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35 A measurement instrument capturing the common variation across disorders in observed behaviors may better be able to elucidate the causal biological underpinnings; the analyses presented here suggests that the PANSS bifactor model may offer a step toward that goal.
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